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coding and n~odulation. A paper by Hammons et al. [I 1, has shown that certain 
binary nonhnear codes can be viewed, t~lr~ugh a Gray mapping, as linear codes 
over the ring &. Geronimo et ai. [2] have further shown the existence of a class 
of tinear codes over the ring ZJ x Z, k-2. k > 2, from which new binary non- 
hnear codes may be constructed. Note that this class of linear codes belongs to 
the class of concatenated codes, 
Early work by Shankar [3] extended the notion of BCH codes over GFb) to 
classes of codes over finite rings Z,, with M a positive integer. Recently In- 
terlando, et al. [4] hsve proposed a decoding procedure based on the modi~ed 
Berlekamp-Massey algorithm for these codes, detined over integer residue 
rings &, where 9 is a power of a prime p. Since the Berle~m~Massey al- 
gorithm takes a sequence of elements from a field and finds the shortest linear 
recurrence (or finear feedback shift register) that can generate this sequence, 
Sloane and Reeds [S] extended the algorithm to the case when the dements of 
the sequence are integers modulo 111, where m is an arbitrary integer with 
known prime decomposition. 
Having the ring Z1 x Z!-’ as the main motivation for the construction of 
linear codes, and in particular of cyclic codes, we present a construction 
technique of BCH codes over finite commu~tive rings with identity and a 
decoding algorithm for these codes. The construction technique is addressed, in 
this paper. from the point of view of specifying a cyclic subgroup of the group 
of units of an extension ring of finltc rings. The C;OIC of the problem is the 
~ctori~t~on of ,r’ - I over the group of units of the appropriate extension 
ring. The decoding algorithm consists of four major steps: ( 1) calculation of the 
syndromes, (2) calculation of the eiementa~ symmetric functions by a modi- 
fied Berlekamp-Massey algorithm, (3) calculation of the error-location num- 
bers. and (4) calculation of the error magnitudes. 
This paper is organized as fohows. Sections 2 and 3 describe the construc- 
tion of BCH codes over local finite rings and over arbitrary finite rings, re- 
spectively. In Section 4, the decoding procedure for BCH codes defined over 
local finite rings. which is akin to the decoding procedure for BCH codes de- 
fined over an integer residue ring Z,,, is presented. We close this section by 
presenting some examples of the proposed decoding algorithm. Finahy. in 
Section 5 the concluding remarks are drawn. 
2. BCH Codes over local finite rings 
In this section we describe a construction technique of BCH codes over local 
finfte rings which is very similar to the one proposed by Shankar over &,, [3]. 
This construction requires working on Gatois extension rings, where some 
properties of the Gaiois extension fields are lost. First, we review the key 
properties of Galois extension rings. which serve to characterize BCH codes. 
Throughout this section A denotes a local finite commutative ring with 
identity. with nlaxtm al iaeal .K and residue field [M = A/.& = GF(IJ”), for 
some prime p. nz a positive integer, and A[,r] denotes the ring of polynomials in 
the variable x over A. The natural projection il[x] - W[x] is denoted by jr, 
where @(.u)) = B(Y). Thus, the natural ring morphism A - K is simply the 
restriction of 16 to the constant polynomials. We employ the usual terminology 
for poi, ~foiiiidi~. i.e.. manic. degree, etc. (see page 252 of [6]). 
~fini~ion 2.1. Let S(.r) be a polynomial in ALY]. We say th,‘ 
??*f’(r) is a unit if there is a polynomial g(x) E A[.$ g(x) f Q, with .f(+)g(.r) = I. 
??J’(x) # 0 is a zero dirkor if there is a polynomial g(sj E A$jrj, g&r} # 0, with 
.f(s)g(.u) = 0. 
* f(_r) is regtrlur if.#‘(.r) is not a zero divisor. 
* f(x) is irredztcibk if J(x) is not a untt and whenever .f(.r) = ~(~~)~(.~~, then 
g(x) or h(x) is a unit. 
Let f(r) be a manic polynomial of degree Iz such that j~(.~(.~}~ is irreducible 
over 86 (by Theorem X111.7 of [6]. *f’(x) is irrcducibte over A). Let .4[_rl/(f(s)) 
denote the set of residue classes of polynomials in x over A module a poly- 
nomial f(r). This ring, denoted by R, is a comrn~t~tjve local ring with identity, 
whose maximal ideal is I-71, = . ~,/(~*(.~)). where /li = (. //.f(.t-)) and residue 
field 
whose order is p”“. The eletnents of R which are zero divisors form an additive 
abelian group and consist of those polynomials of degree it - t (or less) whose 
coeflicients are all zero divisors in A. By Theorem XIII.2 of [6], any element in 
R having at least one coefficient that is a unit in A is a unit in R. Now. let R’ be 
the multiplicative group of units of R and let W; be the multi?lic~~ti~e group of 
061. It follows that R” is an abelian group, and therefore it can be expressed as a 
direct product of cyclic groups [41. l-lere, we call attention to the fact that in 
rings care must be taken regarding zero divisors. That said, we are interested in 
the cyclic subgroup of R*, denoted by G,. whose elements are the roots of .r’ - f 
for some positive integer s. The Theorem 2.1.. which follows directly from [6]. 
Theorem XVIII.2. provides the order of the subgroup uf interest. 
Denote by G, ‘the cyclic subgroup of order s =p- I in K’ which has as 
elements all the roots of Y - 1. Next we report, without proof. two theorems 
from [‘;I that wiSl serve es thF&tsis r;lr the construction of GS. These theorems 
in&ate rt method for generating this cyclic subgroup. 
Any polynom~~ It@) which is a divisor of .r’ - 1 can be factored uniqu4y 
over W;. It foIlows from Theorem 2.2 that the ~~~toriz~~tion of h(.r) over Gs is 
also unique. This is stated in the following corollary. 
The next theorem is useful in obtaining the generutor 
rectly from [ti], Theorem XVI1I.Z. that d is 8 power of /J. 
of G,, ii faIlav:s di- 
munition 2.2. A shortened Bc%I c’:& % (11. r/j of length n < s over A has parity- 
check matrix 
i 
xi x:! *** X,8 
1; 7 1 3; . . . rf ; 
ti = . *- * . 
I 
(1) . . . . * . . . 
xf’ 2; . . . 3(?J 
for some t >, 1, whets tl = Ix,. x2,. . . . x,,} is the hmr wmr. consisting of 
distinct elements of G,. The code % (H. #I j. with II -I= s. will be called u BC’H c~&. 
In this case. g is unique up :o permutation of coOrdindtes. 
Thus. a codeword c - (q. q. . . . .c,,) E A” is i.0 
i&es the ~~~~owin~ ptrrity-check equations over R 
II 
2.I c,zf = 0, 1 - 1.2*....2f. (2) t : 
For I 2 1. eaac$ p~lrity~h~~k equation in Eq. (2) tr.inshites into It e~~~i~~tioi~s 
over the ring A. 
A p&y-check matrix !t’ with elements over .4 can be obtained by replacing 
each element of N by the corresponding column vector of Iength h over cf. it is 
possible to ohtzi3 an estimate ofd 
the parity-check matrix. 
H~ininting distancef direcAy fhrn 
Pro&. !%I~~OSO c is ii ntiitLt’i\t c&~~c~.tl it1 ‘/;ttt. tl) such that IQ,(C) < 2. Then 
CM’ = 0. Dclcting iI - 2r columns of the matrix N col.respondin~ to zeros of 
!hc codeword. it I’ollows that the new matrix N’ is Vandermonde. By Lemma 
2, I j it ti,llows that the determinant is a unit in R. Thus. the only possibility for c 
is the all-zero codeword L . t! 
Esample 2.1. The ring ,.~t = Z’zii! - (0. I. i. 2 + i) is it ct~n~rnilt~~ti~~e local ring 
with identity. where the mitxim~d idcal is ./i’ = {O. I I- i) and the residue field is 
!x = ..l/.k z-2 !‘Q. Let jr : Afv] -- ZL)[.V~ bc the natural projection. The polyno- 
mial ,/‘(.u) = .Y’ -t .Y + 1 E .4[.r] is such that &+!) = x3 +x -f- I is irreducible 
over Zz. By Thcorcm XIII.7 of [(il. J(s) is irredLt~ible over A. Form the ring 
R r= ,.~~.~I/{~‘(.~~) and i!lC r&duc field He == ~~f~1,‘O:f.t“!.r!f). whose order is 
2? = 8. By Theorem 1. I. R. has only one nxtsimal cyclic subgroup. whose order 
is 2’ - I = 7. whic& WC donotc k> G? Brtt th\: element z such that ./‘(%I = 0 has 
order 7 in R’. Hcncc. the clement: 01‘ G7 arc i.r. 2’. . . . . #‘*‘Letting q be 
1)” [I.X.... 2”). then if r = I wc have a RCH code ‘f(7.rl). By Theorem 2,4. 
this code has mininlunl ~l~l:nn~il?g <!itrtitncc at latsr 3. 
111 this s&on we show that by choosing a particufnr ordering 
I/ := (Xl..... xc) !he encoding of BCH codes becomes very simple. In addition 
to that. we refine our cstimatcs of the mininlLlrn ~;imming distance, 
Rexxdling the ~l~lin~ti~~ti of BCW code: c = (Q.c’:. . . . .c,;) Es a codeword iff 
xy , c;rf =: 0 for I -= I, 2. . . . . 3. whcrc rl = f rt . x:. . . . . zft) is ai8 arbitrary but 
fixed ordcriny of the clcmcnts of G,. ~lth~~ilgh ~h~~aging from one such or- 
dering to another carlnot all&t the error correcting capabilities of the code on a 
memorylcss Clliltllld. ncv~rthcless there is il *‘!xst” ordering for th& purpose of 
inlplen~~rlti~ti~~n. This ordering is to set x, = x’ I. where x is a primitive ekmcn: 
of G,. Thus. taking s := II and q = ( 1. a. x’. . . . . x” ‘). where x is a generator of 
G,,. the matrix fi in Erl. ( 1) defines it BCH code that has it generator polync- 
mist. Theorem 2.3 helps to dcterminc the generkor of G, and from Corollary 
2.1. it f~3llows that the distinct eicmcnts in the scyucncc 
11 the roats of M&), the rnit~irn~l ~lynom~l of x8 over A, 
where x is a primitive element in G,,. Therefore, k&(x) can be constructed in a 
very similar way to nz&), the minimal polynomial of 7 over 86. As a conse- 
quence, we have a cyclic code, that is, a code for which every cyclic shift 
(Ck.Ck*l . . . . . C,_i.C~.CI...., +I) c7f a codeword is also a codeword. 
The important step in this constr~~ction is the fa~tor~~tion of the potyno- 
mial .r” - 1 over R’. Once the cyclic subgroup G,,, of order n such that II dividrs 
p”” - I, is known. the construction is reduced to the problem of properly 
choosing the elements of this group to be the roots of the generator polynomial 
&.I-). Note that this polynomial is a factor of x” - 1. 
~~n~tiou 2.3. Let 31 be a pimilive ilement of GE. Then, a cyclic BCM cod<* 
defined over the ring A is a cyclic code of length M generated by a mir.kW, 
degree po~~norn~l g(!(s) (over A) whose roots are rhii. d’+2,. . . r zh+tr, for some 
b&O.arldr> l.i.e., 
where M(x). 1 < i < 21, is the nlinimal polynomial of 31h+’ over A. 
In $iis case. the locator vector is given 
the ~~rit~~h~~ matrix H is given by 
i 
I zPt &‘h*li * ..* #.$n-i)(hCI) 
1 $4 dZfb*‘) , . . $p-li!h?T) 
s==... . . . 1 
. . * . 
‘ 1 
. . . . . . 
1 1 $? * ?r $~h.C?f) * * * $f-l)(h e2ri 
The lowerbound on the minimum distance, derived in Theorem 2.5, applies 
to any cyclic code. The BCH codes are a class of cyc!ic codes whose generator 
~ly~omials are &osen such that the minimum distance is guaranteed by this 
bound. 
Proof. Let rno, 1116) -1, I, . . . . nt0 + do - 2 denote the largest set of consecutive 
integers rno~~u~~ n in the 
null space of the matrix t 
set E. A mile with roots rxZi, 6. . . . ,a+-’ is the 
ppf” *(I. (p”p 
(gwl)’ , ‘ ~ (p”Ff)“-’ 
. . . * . . . 
1 p”‘,,‘.&-.2 (p&, t&-lj:! *. * (pt, c‘w)n-l I 
is zero, then clearly no linear combination of & L I columns of N is zero, and 
by Corollary 3.1 of [gJ, it fvllows that this code has minimum distance do or 
greaier. Matrix Hi has the requisite property. This c~, be seen by examining 
the detc~inant of my set of do - I of its cotumns 
In what follows, we show that the determi~nt of the matrix Hz is nonsi~glIt~r, 
i.e., it is a unit in R. Note that the determinant of the matrix !fz is given by 
(3) 
T”le dete~inant of NJ is Vundermonde and it is given by 
Thus. matrix Hz is nonsinptdar if and only if Eq. (3) is a unit in R or 
equivalently if and only if Eq. (4) is a unit in R. By Lemma 3.1. it fohows that 
the det~rmjn~nt in Eq. (4) is a unit in K. Hence. no armhinution of & -_ I or 
fewer columns of II is tincurly dependent. By Cornlh~:; 2.1 of f::]. the code. 
which is nhe null space of N. has rnil?irn~irn Hnmming dtstance at icast 4,. 0 
Example 2.2. Referring to Esmnpie 3.1, if x is a root of g(s). then 
g(s) =: Ml fs) = (s - n)fs - xf)(s - x4). Hence. the polyt~miai g(s) gconcratcs 
a BCH code of length 7 over .Z,fii with nl~njn~~lrn Hamming distance at Ioust 3. 
Let A be a finite cornrn~t~~ti~e ring with identity. By r&e Structure Theorem 
for Finite Commut~tj~e Rings. Theorem VI.2 of [6if, the ring .! decontpoc’~ (vp 
to the order of product) uniquely as a direct product (sum) of local rings. i.e.. 
there exists an isomorphism (I, detincd by 
Let us specify at monk polynomiul in A[$ in terms of the irred~l~ible poly- 
nomials in A,[.$ i = 1.2.. . . . I’. Let . //, bc rn~l~i~~~ll id& of the local rings A, 
and K, = A,/,//, be the residrtc fidds. for all i =E f .t.. . . . r. From Theorem 
XIII.7 of [6], if g,(s) in .4,[s] is ;t monk p~~lyIio;ni~~l such that &g,(s)) is irre- . * ductbte m ;^I, x1 [ ‘. then g,(s) is irreducible in A,[.$ for nli i = 1.2.. . . .I’, 
Far the s~~rjcctjveness, let I@) be such 
Thus. we have that ir(s) = (If, (.t-) -;- (,q (x)). . . . . It,(x) + ~~~(.~~}), where 
hi(x) i- (~j(.~j) E A,lsfj(,gi(.rj). i = 1.2. *. + , c Since (I, is surjective, there exists 
a@) E A[.pj such that 
Remark 3.1. It follows from Theorem 3.41 of [9] and Theorem 3.2 that the 
nRlppitlg 
defined by 
where h(,r) E A[x], is an isomorphism. 
Example 3.1. Let A be the ring H$] = in t bi: n;h E Hs). We have that Zsfi] is 
isomorphic to & x ZS. Now, it can easily be shown that the polynomials ,?‘+ 2 
and .6 + 3 are monk and irreducible over the ring Z.C. By Theorem 3.2, the 
~olynomiul.6 + i is manic over the ring &[i] and _&[i][.~]/(.$ + i) is isomorphic 
to H5 [Y] / (.G f 2) x Ls [X] / {X’ + 3). 
The nest theorem. Theorem XVIII.1 of [6), is fun~men~l in the decom- 
position of the ~lynon~iul .r‘ - 1 into linear fuctors over the ring R’. This 
theorem asserts that for each element x E R” there exists u unique element 
~~=(~i~.P~...**IJ,)~R;xR~x...xR:. 
Considering X = A[.~]i(t’(.~)>. Rj := A~[-~]/(~~(.~))q./l~ as the ~ximul ideals of 
A,. N; = .-I,/- //i ::: GF(# ) as the residue fields of Ai and /+ : .4&r] -, I!$[x~ tts 
the niM,ld projections. for ull i = E.2 . . . . . r, we have that 
Xi = (.//l,,pi(s))J(f;:(.~)) are the maximal id&s of R, and 
where !I= degu). ure the residue fields. for ull i = 1.2. - a -, r. Using the is- 
omorphism 4. WE have that the direct product of codes over A, is isom~~~hic to 
a code over A tmd the minimum distance is min,(~i), where rfi is the minimum 
distace of thr ith code over Ai. i = 1.2.. . ‘. r [lo]. 
Theorem 3.4 indiates the condition under which X’ - 1 am be !ktored over R’. 
Prosof, Suppose that the polynomial Y - 1 cat be factored oyer R” as 
.r’ --I= (x - x)(x - x2). . . (x - 9x‘). Then .r’ - 1 can lo factored over 
R,“. I+- 1.2.....rasY - 1 = (s - &j(X - /if) . . . (x - If;). Now, it follows from 
Theorem 2.2 thut fli has order s in. Rr. i = t .2.. . . . r. Reciprocally. suppose 
that & has order s in tii. i = 1.2.. . . . r. Thus, from Theorem 2.2, .r’ - I 
can 5e factored uniquqly over R; :.s x’ - i = (X - &l(.r - &. . . (x - /.$). 
Taking 5~ E R” as the inverse image of the element fl = (&: $2:. . . , 8,) 
6R;xR;x~~.xR, (exists by Theorem 3.3), we have that 
Xf - I = (x - r)(x - G) * ’ * (.x - St). I3 . 
Let H,, denote the cyclic subg,roup of R* generated byx, i.2.. I& . contams all 
the roots of x“ - 1 provided the conditions of Theorem 3.4 are met. A BCH 
code % over A can be obtained as the direct product of BCH codes Vi over Ai, 
i=21? r and the !s::rerbound on the minimum distance of the code %9 ,J 1-,**., i 
min;(~j~* where F. is the minimum distance of the ith code %?i over .& 
i== i,z,..., r [IO]. To r’:onstruct a cyclic BCH code over R”. we need to choose 
certain elements of N,,, n = s, as the roots of the generator ~~ly~~ornial g(x) of 
the code. The BCH bound for this case is ~tabiished by Theorem 25 where the 
local ring is replaced by an arbitrary finite ring and G, by I&,,,. So that, 
ti’.&,‘.., c+.* are ail the roots of g(x) in U,.,, we construct p(x) as 
g(.r) = ~cm~~~~~),~?{~~, . . . ,M,,_&H, . . . 
where M&) is the minimai ~iynomiai of x*5. i = i,2, es s, n -- k. Theorem 3.5 
provides us with a method for constructing ~j~.r), the minimal polynomial of ri 
over A. The proof is very similar to the one in [3]. For the sake of completeness 
we repeat the proof here.. 
Theorem 3.5. Let Mj(X) he the 
Hza, Tlten Mj(x) = n[iGs,(.r -
((d)“: m=&,q;, forafi 
Proof. Let D](X) be the projection of Mi(x) over the Reid DBli and ~~~~.~~ the 
minimal po~ynomiai of 2 over R;. for all i = 1,2., . . . r. Clearly, ii;5i(x) is 
divisible by M!” i = il, 2 , . . . ,r. Thus. among the roots of q&) are the 
distinct eieme& bf the sequence 2.3, g@f, . . . , x (ith projection). Hence- 
+(X) has, among its roots, distinct elements of the sequence 
9. z@g5 c&, . . . . aJ*f-‘, i = 9.2.. . . .r. Thus, any element ;’ of the form 
7 = (d)@ is a root of M&Y). 1< i < r, 0 < s < h - 1. Now, choose any k such 
that 1 <R < r and k f i. Then, we know that 7 in & a root of @j(X) in 
implies that (7)“; is a root of i@i(x) (which has coe@cients in GF(qk)), for ail 
i=o:i , . . . , h - 1. Hence, $ - (d)d4i is a root of Mj(+y)V Procee&ng in this 
manner, we can show that M’(x) r~~~ssariiy has as roots ail distinct members of 
S,. ffowever, since M’(X) is the minimal polynomial of ri ovet A and that ail 
distinct elements of Sj exhausts all the roots of Mjl.r) it follows that 
M!(X) = &&! - i). cl ‘.- 
minimum 
a=r1+1 
Example 3.5 Let us construct 
Hamming distance at least 5 
a BCH code of 
over A = Ps[j]. 
length 24 with 
The element 
= ~“-~~~~,.~~~) generates k&.2+ where & = i + ,i are primitive elements of 
Ri. i = 1.2. respectively. Let ~8. rs. x6, x’ be spec~ficd as roots of a(sj. Then, 
&(.YJ has as roots ail distinct elements in the set Sq = (~8. xze): I%&(X) has a 
roots all distinct elements in the set $5 = {x. x’): M6i.r) has as root the element 
& and ;%$~(.r) has as roots all distinct elements in the set S7 == (x7. x‘ i ). Thus. 
the polynomial g(s) = Icm{h~~(s). &&(A-). A&(x). A!;(s)) is given by 
g(x) = (s - m)(x - xJ)(s - 2)(x - x6)(x - 2)(x - zil)(x - 9’) gencratcs a cy- 
clic BCH code of length 24 over A with minimum distance at least 5, 
4. I3eeoding procedure 
Interl~~ndo et al, [4] proposed a &coding procedure based on the anodized 
Beriek~rn~~~ussey ~~Igorithm for BCH codes defined over integer resici:ie rings 
k,. where q is a power of a prime p. We remark that with analogous proofs this 
decoding procedure also applies to the BCH codes over arbitrary loc~d finite 
commutative ring with identity. 
In this section. we present a decctding algorithm for % j/r, q). based on the 
mo&fied Ber~eknm~Mussey algorithm. that corrects all errors up to Ham- 
ming weight t. ix., whose minimum i,i~~mrning distance is greater than or equal 
toa+ 1. 
We first esrablish some notation. Let R denote the ring d&xt! in Section 1 
and x be a primitive element of 9,. La c = (~‘1 .c’z.. . (I. c,,) be the tr~ttsmitted 
codeword and b = (ht. 1~:. . . . h,,: tw the received vector. The error vector is 
given by e= (e,.e:.... .e,,; = I? - c. Givevea a 
9 = (11 .z:..... x,,) = (&* &. 11.1. xL.* j, over !i,. we define the 
of an error vector c = (et. ~2.. . . s c,,) in thy standard way 
When c E ‘6(/l. 11) is the trullsmitt~ codeword. the first Zt 
can be determined from the received vector b. 8s follows: 
syndrome values .s/ 
The proposed de~odi~~g algorithm consists of four major steps: 
S&p 1: C~l~cu~~~t~on f the syndrome s = (sl..s~. . . . ,.s:,) from the received 
vector: 
Stq~ 2: CalcuPation of the elementary ~yn~rnetri~, functions 01. ~2.. . . . t-r, 
from the syndrome vector s: 
of 9-e error-location from 
Step 4: ~~cul~~tion of the error magnitudes ~1 ._Q, . . . .y,, from .ri and s. 
Now. each step of the decoding procedure is andiysed. There is no need to 
comment on Step 1 sincc the calcularion of syndromes is str~~ightfo~rd. 
The set of possible err,. e*.!c,ation nun~bers consists of the elements 
2. . * * ??Ix‘” I. The elementary symmetric functions (rl. a-2.. . . q. (where P denotes 
the number of errors introduced by the channel) are defined as the coefficients 
of the polynomial 
In Step 3. the ~~lcu~~tion of the elementary symmetric functions is equiva- 
lent to fmding a sofution cl. 02.. . _ . n,.. with minimum possible I’. to the fol- 
lowing set of linear recurrent equations over R 
.s,.r -t-S,.r_~fr~ + ~~~+‘s,.~(Tv-~-t-.s,b,=o. j= 1.2,....2r--v, (3 
where .s! . .s? _.. . . ..vzt are the components of the syntlrome vector. A fast sofution 
IO the system of linear equations in Eq. (5) is ~~~~vjded by the modified Be- 
rlekurn~~us~~~y algorithm. [4]. that holds for ~orn~~ut~tive rings with identity. 
We call attention to the fact that in things care must bc taken regarding zero 
divisors. multiple solutions of the syste.m of binear equations. and also with an 
inversionless implementation of the original B~r~ek~rn~~~~s~y algorithm. 
The algorithm is iterative. in the scnsc that the following B - I,, equations 
f called feller aurts+) 
. . 
are satisfied with I., iis smalt as possibie and cfo3 = 1. The ~lynomiul 
@?)@) ~ cr:;‘” {II) -t QI .I. -!- * * * + ajy.F represents the solution at the rzth stage. The 
nth &wtxymc~ will 
4, = 
f?J) 
bc denoted by d, and defined by 
.9,t ,. 1”;) -I- .qJ,l’! -!- * * * + S,J .  * _, , ,  fly. 
The modified Berlekum~~Ius~y ~tlgor~thm for ~ommutntive rings with 
identity is forrnu~~Ited as (41: The inputs to the al rithm are the syndromes 
.v~.s:. . . . .:;z, which Mung tu R. The output of :he ulgor~thm is a set of values 
a,. I <iSi*. such that the Eq. (3) hold with minimI~m P. Let 
t+“(X) = I. /..I = 0. cl_ 1 - 1 and (r:“J(.~) = 1. k, = 0. & = $1 be the set of 
initial conditions to start the ~t~gorithm us in [SJ. Thus, we have the following 
steps: 
I, Cl *- 0, 
2. If ‘i” = 0. then c *’ “[x) +- d”!(s) and l,J. 1 - I,! and to 30 5: 
3. If d, # 0, then find an m <n - I such that d,, - SC&, = 0 has a solution in y 
and nz - i, has the largest value. Then, &+ri ’ +. ) - dRl(_r) - ~f-mf~(a~(~) 
and &,.I +- max(l,, i, + n - m); 
4. If I”$, = max(l,, 82 + 1 - I,) then go to 5, else sear& for a soiution ~~“~I~(~~ 
with minimum degree I in the range max{ &, n + 1 - i,,) < I(&, ‘ 1 such that 
Q(“)(X) defined by P”+r~(x) - o(“)(x 
m power sums, & = -di, with or I 
= .?+“~P)(x) is a solution for the first 
a zero divisor in R. If such a solution 
is found. ~~~~ll(.~) t- IPi) and Ifi;, +- I; 
5. If n(2t - 1. then dnAl + s,,~ +~,,tt$~” + bee +~,,,_~_,cr~,~“; 
6. R + rt+l;ifn<2tgoto2;elsestop. 
The coefficients fly’, ,S:“‘, . . . f oi? satisfy Eq. CS). The baeit’dif%ence be- 
tween the modified Berlekam~Mas~y algorithm and the original one lies in 
the fact that the modified algorithm allows updating a minimal polynomial 
solution @)(x) (at the nth step} from a previous solution @)(.Y), whose dis- 
crepancy can even be a noninvertible element in the commutative ring under 
consideration. This pr~ess does not necessarily lead to a minimal solution 
&+t)(~) (at the (n + 1)th stage). So, Step 4, calculated at Step 3, is checked to 
be a minimal solution. This search consists of finding a polynomial a(“)(x), 
satisfying certain conditions, and which is a solution for the first nr power sums. 
Sittce the number of potynnm+ls o (‘@(x) t:~ be checked is not too large, Step 4 
does not essentially iccreasc the complesity, since the number of polynomials 
tPJ(x) to be checked is not large I) 
In Step 3, the calculation of error location nutirbers over rings requires one 
more step than over fields, because in R the solution to Eq. (5) is generally not 
unique and the reciprocal of the polynomial 8’)(z) (output by the modified 
BerlekampMassey algo~thm), namely p(z), may not be the right error locator 
~lynomial 
where xi = & (j is an integer in the range 1 <:j < n such that kj indicates the 
position of the error in the codeword) are the correct error-location numbers, v 
is the number of errors, and x is the generator of G.,. Thus, the procedure for 
the calculation +f the correct error-location numbers [4] is given by 
?? Compute the roots of p(z) (the reciprocal of a@‘)(z)), say, ~1 .ZZ, . . , . z,,. 
* Among the x: = xk,, j = 1.2,. . . , n, select those xi’s such that xi - z, are zero 
divisors in 8. The selected xi’s will be the correct error-location numbers and 
kja j= I,%..., n, indicates the position of the error in the codeword. 
in Stq~ 4. the calculation of the error magnitudes is based on Forney’s 
method [l 11, where the error magnitudes _vi,_vl,, . . . ,yv are o&dined through 
A.A. de And&e. R. Puke Jr. I Linear A~qehru md its Applimtimv .?84 (1999) 69-85 83 
and the coefficients 0~1 are recursively defined by 
'7i,i = Oi + XjGj&l. i=O.I.....r-1 
starting with an = ct.0 = 1. Here, the critical part is to prove that the denom- 
inator jn Eq. (69 is always invertible or, in other words, that it is a unit in R, 
From Ill] we have that the denominator m Eq. (69 is a product 
where each factor has the form rX - 31’ with 0 < i. j< R - 1 and i # j. The 
fTaCtOE3 (Xi - xi1 are of the form ($1 - X/Z), and from Leinma 2.1, they are al- 
ways units in the ring R. 
exams 4.1. Let % be a (IS,‘79 BCH code over &fi] generated by 
g(x)=xs+~4+.x’+x+l. The ring R is given by R=Z$]/(x4+x+l~, 
where f(x) = -8 + x + 1 is irreducible over Z!z; Gts is the cyclic subgroup of R’ 
which contains all the roots of .vts - 1: r is a primitive element of Gts and 
1 = (I, 2. x2,. . . , a'") = (& . r"tl.. . . xktc). By inspection, x. ixZ, x3. 5~~. ~8, z?. x9 
and ait are roots of g(r). Therefore, d,,,~,(~??) 2 5. Hence, this code has a;t error 
correction capability equal to t = 2. Let H be the parity-check matrix. Assume 
that the all-zero codeword e = ( is transmitted through the 
channel and the error pattern is e = (0 10). Therefore the received 
vector is then given by b = c + e and the syndrome vector is given by 
s=bWT==(Ixi+ xiS, r"i + xfl, a"i + x9, $i + tn'). By the modified Berlekamp- 
Massey algorithm we obtain that G(~)(Z) = i + CX% + rt4$. Th$ roots of 
P(z) = $ + at% -I- ztJ (the reciprocal of ~(~)(=)) are zt = x and ~2 = rxg2. Among 
the elements X’ = l.x,%z, _. . .xi4, xi = zt and ~2 = xt3 are such that 
Xt - Zt = .Q - z;? = 0 (zero divisors in R9. Themfore, xt and x2 are the correct 
error-location and kz = i and kg4 = t3 indicate that two errors have occured, 
one in position 2, and the other in position 14, in the codeword. The correct 
elementary symmetric functions trr and a:! are obtained from 
(X-Xt)(X-n~) = 9 + (xt +x&v +stxz = .$ c ~1.r + a~. Thus, 1~t = rrz and 
a2 = zi4. Finally, Forney’s method [I 11, applied to s, Q and 02, gives 
611 = ~1 -+ xt 610 = 3tt9 + x = zXf3 and ~21 = ct cxtaz~ = ix= + r 13 = ‘x. Thus, 
by Eq. (69, we 1 = i and _Q = 1. Therefore. the error pattern is 
given by SE = (0 10). 
ExampIe 4!.2, Referring to Example 3.1, if %‘r is a (4. I)-code over Zs generated 
by gt (-v) = 2 + 3x + .Y~ with minimum Hamming distance equal to 3 and if %:! is 
a (4.1)-cede over 17s generated by g&r) = 1 +x ;.I? +-.I? with minimum 
Hamming distance equal to 4, the code W rr %r x %‘z over ZS has minimum 
Hamming distance equal to 3. Let cr be a codeword of ‘61 and ez be a codeword 
of@.Letcr andc~~~venbycl =(2,3,l,O)andc~=~l,l,l~l~.~edi~t 
product of cl and c: lcads to CI x CT = ((2.1). (3. I). (I. 1). (R1)). By the 
isomorphism between zrjij[.~]/(.G + i) and !!W direct product 
Z&-]/(x’ + 2) x Z#/(s2 + 3) the correspondent codeword in % is 
c = (4 + 4.2 c 3. 1.3 f i). In a similar way we obtain the ranaining 
codewords of %. The decoding procedure for code ‘:a . is as follows . . Givcrl the 
received vector r = rl -:a ~2. look up the closest value c:rf each component of r tn 
the corresponding elements of Z,[~][.Y]/‘(.Y’ + i). Once the! are known. use the 
isomorphism to find the corresponding 24uple associuteti *%&it Cciili compo- 
nent ofr. Now, we know rl and r:. Therefore. decode rl by using the modified 
Berle~n~~~~~~ssey algorithm for % 1. obtaining c{ and decode rl by using the 
modified B~rlckum~-Musscy algorithm for %:. obtaining ci. Thus. the 
transmitted codeword is c’ = c\ -+ es. 
5. Conclusion 
In this paper we presented construction and decoding procedures for BCH 
codes over finite commututi~~e rings. These procedures foYowcd essentiatly the 
same lines us ths ones for BCH C&S over integer residue rings Z‘,, where q is a 
power of a prime. The construction and the decoding procedures for a BCH 
c%xie of length II over a finite ~on~rnut~~tive ring is based on the ~~t~~ri~tion 01’ 
.r‘ - 1 ova the subgroup of units of an extension ring. Once this is accom- 
plished the procedure is analogous to that for the construction of BCH codes 
over irtcger residue rings Z,. The decoding procedure is hased on the modified 
Berlek~In~p.~M~ssey ~ll~o~thrn. The complexity of the proposed decoding zl- 
gorithm is essentially the ame as that for BCH codes over iuicga; residue 
rings, however. with ent more search for the correct roots of the error-focutor 
pofynomirti. .* I’ 
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